


Whitehouse previously investigated with LBTH Environmental Health, as well as the Environment
Agency as there are EP’s covering the site and there are supposed to be dust mitigation
measures that they follow, which are clearly not effective enough if dust is going beyond the site,
which it has been.

Please can you take up with the operators at the site?  I enclose a plan that was provided by DB
Cargo of leaseholders in the area.

The DB Cargo contact I have is

@deutschebahn.com

And I know that Sivyer are one of the operators on the site
www.hsivyer.com

but I do not have further contacts.

LBTH – Muhammad Islam has recently investigated in the Fish Island area and not found
evidence of dust nuisance, however, I do not think he has taken into account the video evidence
as it was from last weekend.

I will ask the complainant if I can pass on their details and videos, but would be grateful if the
matter can be investigated regardless, to ensure that mitigation measures are adequate in all
weather conditions, particularly with stronger winds.

Regards,

Hilary Wrenn
Principal Planning Development Manager (Planning Policy & Decisions Team)

Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park

London Legacy Development Corporation
Level 10
1 Stratford Place, Montfichet Road
London
E20 1EJ

Mobile: 

This communication and the information it contains is intended for the addressee only. It
may be confidential, legally privileged and protected by law. Unauthorised use, copying or
disclosure of any of it may be unlawful. If you have received this communication in error,
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on their web site leave about ½ of the site for ‘non freight activity’. What will this be? Will it
involve just moving the existing waste and aggregate deliveries to a smaller footprint on the site.
It would be useful to have a meeting with your lead officer for the proposal to get some
background’
It would be useful to have this information to assess the impact of the operation of the Bow East
site as a whole.
In summary it might be a good ideal to have a look at the development of the area around Bow
East as a whole and to take a view as to how much control could be applied to the operations of
Bow East as a whole. Maybe you me and Mo should have a chat?
Nick
Nick Marks
Environmental Control
Regeneration and Planning
London Borough of Newham
First Floor West Wing
Newham Dockside, 1000 Dockside Road, London E16 2QU
DDI: 020 337  I Int: 
Email: nick.marks@newham.gov.uk
People at the Heart of Everything We Do
From: Hilary Wrenn [mailto:HilaryWrenn@londonlegacy.co.uk] 
Sent: 11 February 2020 14:20
To: Nick Marks; Muhammad.Islam@towerhamlets.gov.uk
Subject: RE: Bow East Proposed Dust Monitoring
Nick/Muhammad,
I see that the agent has usefully copied you both in with their response (documents attached to
08:47 e-mail) Please could you consider and provide further comments as necessary? If you think
that it would be useful to have a meeting to discuss with Brett then please let me know and we
can try and arrange.
Kind regards,
Hilary Wrenn
Principal Planning Development Manager (Planning Policy & Decisions Team)
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park

London Legacy Development Corporation
Level 10
1 Stratford Place, Montfichet Road
London
E20 1EJ
Direct: 020 3288 
Mobile: 

From: Dominic Waugh <dominic.waugh@fairhurst.co.uk> 
Sent: 11 February 2020 08:47
To: Hilary Wrenn <HilaryWrenn@londonlegacy.co.uk>
Cc:  < @brett.co.uk>; Nick.Marks@newham.gov.uk;
Muhammad.Islam@towerhamlets.gov.uk
Subject: RE: Bow East Proposed Dust Monitoring
Good morning Hilary,
Thank you for the email below providing advice from your environmental consultants and
environmental health officers on the proposed air quality monitoring at Bow East. I have attached
for your consideration a response from our appointed air quality consultant and I have also
attached the draft Dust Management Plan which is proposed to be submitted with the planning
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application. The purpose of providing this now is to allow comment from the environmental
health officers as suggested in the last paragraph of your email below.
Kind regards,

Dominic
Dominic Waugh MRTPI
Technical Director – Planning and Development

FAIRHURST
engineering solutions, delivering results
1 Arngrove Court
Barrack Road
Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, NE4 6DB
Tel: 0191  Mobile: 
Website: www.fairhurst.co.uk
Why not take a look at our Practice Profile to see the diverse range of skills we can offer. Just click <HERE>
P Consider the environment. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need to.

From: Hilary Wrenn [mailto:HilaryWrenn@londonlegacy.co.uk] 
Sent: 08 January 2020 15:55
To: Dominic Waugh <dominic.waugh@fairhurst.co.uk>
Cc:  < @brett.co.uk>; Nick.Marks@newham.gov.uk;
Muhammad.Islam@towerhamlets.gov.uk
Subject: RE: Bow East Proposed Dust Monitoring
Dear Dominic,
Our environmental consultants have advised that the proposed monitoring methodology is
acceptable, but the intended baseline monitoring duration should be agreed with LLDC/Borough
EHO’s and be recorded in the DMP.
I would like to suggest it might be advisable to have additional monitoring positions in the light of
complaints/concerns raised by sensitive receptors around the site. 1. At the Bobby Moore
Academy 2. on the Greenway and 3. west of the River Lee where there is existing/proposed
residential use on Wick Lane/Iceland Wharf.
The LBTH EHO has asked whether it is the proposal to do passive monitoring such as dust
flux/gauges? They have also stated the need for the DMP to include a complaints
monitoring/management procedure.
The LBN EHO has suggested that the timing for the ‘before’ study, the longer is the better. A year
would be ok, three months would be a minimum provided that three months were during the
winter. There is likely to be more dust off the existing site in the summer when the stockpiles are
dry which will make it easier for dust to be blown away.
The LBN EHO has also pointed out that not all the site is to be used for the proposed concrete
batching plant. Presumably the remainder of the site is likely to remain in use as a depot for the
onward distribution of rail delivered aggregates. Osiris monitors are not going to be able to
distinguish dust from the proposed concrete batching plant, the existing aggregate depot which is
likely to remain on part of the site and indeed the aggregate depot over the Lea Navigation in
LBTH.
I also suggest the draft DMP is shared for further comment from the borough EHO’s. I have
copied in Nick Marks at LB Newham and Muhammad Islam at LB Tower Hamlets who are the
relevant contacts on this.
Kind regards,
Hilary Wrenn
Principal Planning Development Manager (Planning Policy & Decisions Team)
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park

London Legacy Development Corporation
Level 10
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1 Stratford Place, Montfichet Road
London
E20 1EJ
Direct: 020 3288 
Mobile: 

From: Dominic Waugh [mailto:dominic.waugh@fairhurst.co.uk] 
Sent: 19 November 2019 16:18
To: Hilary Wrenn <HilaryWrenn@londonlegacy.co.uk>
Cc:  < @brett.co.uk>
Subject: Bow East Proposed Dust Monitoring
Good afternoon Hilary,
Further to your telephone conversation with  of Brett last week, I have attached
details of the proposed baseline dust monitoring at Bow East Goods Yard. The attached details
the type and location of dust monitors as well as trigger levels, remedial action should such
trigger levels be met, and also proposed reporting of the data to LLDC. I would be grateful if you
could review the attached in discussion with the relevant Environmental Health Officers and let
me know at your convenience whether LLDC consider the attached strategy is acceptable. If
appropriate, myself,  and the author of the attached note would welcome the opportunity
to meet with the Environmental Health Officers to discuss the strategy in more detail.
Should you have any queries regarding the attached please do not hesitate to contact me.
Kind regards,

Dominic
Dominic Waugh MRTPI
Technical Director – Planning and Development

FAIRHURST
engineering solutions, delivering results
1 Arngrove Court
Barrack Road
Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, NE4 6DB
Tel: 0191  Mobile: 
Website: www.fairhurst.co.uk
Why not take a look at our Practice Profile to see the diverse range of skills we can offer. Just click <HERE>
P Consider the environment. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need to.

This email message and accompanying data are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential
information and/or copyright material. Unauthorised use, copying or disclosure of any of it is prohibited and may be
unlawful. If you received this email message in error, please notify us immediately and erase all copies of this message
and attachments.

Where this e-mail is unrelated to the business of Fairhurst, the opinions expressed within
this e-mail are the opinions of the sender and do not necessarily constitute those of
Fairhurst.

Fairhurst scans and monitors incoming and outgoing mail in accordance with its Email
Policy. This email has been scanned for viruses but Fairhurst accept no liability for any
virus which may be attached.

A full list of partners is available for inspection at any of the firm's offices.

This communication and the information it contains is intended for the addressee only. It
may be confidential, legally privileged and protected by law. Unauthorised use, copying or
disclosure of any of it may be unlawful. If you have received this communication in error,
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